




Asia's factory activity stepped up a gear in October as emerging economies saw COVID-19 
infections subside, but rising input costs, material shortages and slowing Chinese growth cloud the 
outlook, business surveys showed on Monday. Policymakers in the region face pressures on 
multiple fronts as they steer their economies out of the pandemic-induced doldrums while also 
trying to keep prices under control amid rising commodity costs and parts shortages.

China's factory activity expanded at its fastest pace in four months in October, the private sector 
Caixin/Markit Manufacturing Purchasing Managers' Index (PMI) showed on Monday, as dwindling 
COVID-19 cases drove up domestic demand. But a sub-index for output showed production 
shrank for the third straight month due to power shortages and rising costs, falling in line with 
Sunday's official PMI that showed factory activity in October shrinking

Asia's emerging economies have lagged advanced economies in recovering from the pandemic's 
pain as delays in vaccine rollouts and a spike in Delta variant cases hurt consumption and factory 
production.
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INTERNATIONAL AIRFARES RISE AS NAIRA CRASHES ON IATA PLATFORM

The lingering shortage of foreign exchange in Nigeria has forced the naira to crash against the 
United States dollar on the air ticket pricing template of the International Air Transport Association, 
the Switzerland-based trade body representing over 290 global airlines. As a result, airfares on 
Nigeria routes which are priced in naira have increased considerably, forcing Nigerian travel 
companies to express fear the development may further dampen the recovery of international 
travel from the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic.

The development came amid struggles by foreign airlines to access forex from the Central Bank of 
Nigeria to repatriate ticket sale proceeds running to over $208m. Investigations by The PUNCH 
revealed that the naira fell against the US dollar last week on the IATA ticket pricing template from 
415/dollar to 444/dollar, forcing travel companies to sell tickets at higher prices.

DOMESTIC NEWS

ASIAN FACTORIES SHAKE OFF LOCKDOWN BLUES, NOW FACE SUPPLY HEADACHES



 

 


